are not already (possibly curvilinear) triangles. By drawing each diagonal we increase both E and F by one, so that the total V--E+ F will not be altered (Fig. 2). Step 3: From the triangulated network we now remove the triangles one by one. To remove a triangle we either remove an edge-upon which one face and one edge disappear (Fig. 3a) , or we remove two edges and a vertex-upon which one face, two edges and one vertex disappear (Fig. 3b) TEACHER: This is a subtle question which we shall try to answer later. Till then I propose to retain the time-honoured technical term 'proof' for a thought-experiment-or ' quasi-experiment '-which suggests a decomposition of the original conjecture into subconjectures or lemmas, thus embedding it in a possibly quite distant body of knowledge. Our 'proof', for instance, has embedded the original conjecture-about crystals, or, say, solids-in the theory of rubber sheets. Descartes or Euler, the fathers of the original conjecture, certainly did not even dream of this.2 1 The class is a rather advanced one. To Cauchy, Poinsot, and to many other excellent mathematicians of the nineteenth century these questions did not occur.
2 Thought-experiment (deiknymi) was the most ancient pattern of mathematical proof. It prevailed in pre-Euclidean Greek mathematics (cf. A. Szab6 [1958] ).
That conjectures (or theorems) precede proofs in the heuristic order was a commonplace for ancient mathematicians. This followed from the heuristic precedence of 'analysis' over 'synthesis'. (For an excellent discussion see Robinson [1936] .) According to Proclos, '. . . it is . . . necessary to know beforehand what is sought' (Heath [1925] , I, p. 129). 'They said that a theorem is that which is proposed with a view to the demonstration of the very thing proposed '-says Pappus (ibid. I, p. io). The Greeks did not think much of propositions which they happened to hit upon in the deductive direction without having previously guessed them. They called them porisms, corollaries, incidental results springing from the proof of a theorem or the solution of a problem, results not directly sought but appearing, as it were, by chance, without any additional labour, and constituting, as Proclus says, a sort of windfall (ermaion) or bonus (kerdos) (ibid. I, p. 278 GAMMA: I propose a trivial counterexample. Take the triangular network which results from performing the first two operations on a cube (Fig. 2) No. The lemma is that the triangles in our network can be so numbered that in removing them in the right order V-E+ F will not alter till we reach the last triangle.
KAPPA: But how should one construct this right order, if it exists at all?1 Your original thought-experiment gave the instructions: remove the triangles in any order. Your modified thought-experiment gave the instruction: remove boundary triangles in any order. Now you say we should follow a definite order, but you do not say which and whether that order exists at all. Thus the thought-experiment breaks down. You improved the proof-analysis, i.e. the list of lemmas; but the thought-experiment which you called 'the proof' has disappeared. RHO: Only the third step has disappeared.
1 Cauchy thought that the instructionl to find at each stage a triangle which can be removed either by removing two edges and a vertex or one edge can be trivially carried out for any polyhedron ([18II], p. 79). This is of course connected with his inability to imagine a polyhedron that is not homeomorphic with the sphere. TEACHER: Good question-it will be put on the agenda for tomorrow.
Criticism of the Conjecture by Global Counterexamples
ALPHA: I have a counterexample which will falsify your first lemma -but this will also be a counterexample to the main conjecture, i.e. this will be a global counterexample as well.
TEACHER: Indeed! Interesting. Let us see. ALPHA: Imagine a solid bounded by a pair of nested cubes-a pair of cubes, one of which is inside, but does not touch the other (Fig. 5) . FIG. 5 This hollow cube falsifies your first lemma, because on removing a face from the inner cube, the polyhedron will not be stretchable on to a plane. Nor will it help to remove a face from the outer cube instead. Besides, for each cube V-E+ F= 2, so that for the hollow cube ALPHA: Certainly. Take two tetrahedra which have an edge in common (Fig. 6a) . Or, take two tetrahedra which have a vertex in common (Fig. 6b) 
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DELTA: I admire your perverted imagination, but of course I did not mean that any system of polygons is a polyhedron. By polyhedron I meant a system of polygons arranged in such a way that (1) exactly two polygons meet at every edge and (2) it is possible to get from the inside of any polygon to the inside of any other polygon by a route which never crosses any edge at a vertex. Your first twins will be excluded by the first criterion in my definition, your second twins by the second criterion. TEACHER: I am sorry to interrupt you. As we have seen, refutation by counterexamples depends on the meaning of the terms in question. If a counterexample is to be an objective criticism, we have to agree on the meaning of our terms. We may achieve such an agreement by defining the term where communication broke down. I, for one, didn't define 'polyhedron '. I assumed familiarity with the concept, i.e. the ability to distinguish a thing which is a polyhedron from a thing which is not a polyhedron-what some logicians call knowing the extension of the concept of polyhedron. It turned out that the extension of the concept wasn't at all obvious: definitions are frequently proposed and argued about when counterexamples emerge. I suggest that we now consider the rival definitions together, and leave until later the discussion of the differences in the results which will follow from choosing different definitions. Can anybody offer something which even the most restrictive definition would allow as a real counterexample?
KAPPA: Including Def. P? TEACHER: Excluding Def. P. GAMMA: I can. Look at this Counterexample 3: a star-polyhedron -I shall call it urchin (Fig. 7) . This consists of 12 star-pentagons (Fig. 8) 1 The dispute whether polygon should be defined so as to include star-polygons or not (Def. 4 or Def. 4') is a very old one. The argument put forward in our dialogue -that star-polygons can be embedded as ordinary polygons in a space of higher dimensions--is a modem topological argument, but one can put forward many others. Thus Poinsot defending his star-polyhedra argued for the admission of star-polygons with arguments taken from analytical geometry: '... all these distinctions (between " ordinary " and " star "-polygons) are more apparent than real, and they completely disappear in the analytical treatment, in which the various species of polygons are quite inseparable. To the edge of a regular polygon there corresponds an equation with real roots, which simultaneously yields the edges of all the regular polygons of the same order. Thus it is not possible to obtain the edges of a regular inscribed heptagon, without at the same time finding edges of heptagons of the second and third species. Conversely, given the edge of a regular heptagon, one may determine the (Fig. io) .
ALPHA: So what? DELTA: In the case of a genuine polyhedron, through any arbitrary point in space there will be at least one plane whose cross-section with the polyhedron will consist of one single polygon. In the case of convex polyhedra all planes will comply with this requirement, wherever we take the point. In the case of ordinary concave polyhedra some planes will have more intersections, but there will always be some that have But don't you see the futility of these so-called refutations? 'Hitherto, when a new polyhedron was invented, it was for some practical end; today they are invented expressly to put at fault the reasonings of our fathers, and one never will get from them anything more than that. Our subject is turned into a teratological museum where decent ordinary polyhedra may be happy if they can retain a very small corner.'
